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Policy Confusion: “Trump leaves other nations 
striving to guess true intent” (F.T.Jan.20)

• “Donald Trump has already kept one campaign promise: he 
has made American diplomacy more difficult to read” (D.J.Lynch)

• “The base of all decisions is going to be “America first”, 
which implies that everyone else is second, third, or fourth.”

• “The question we get asked a lot is: are we going to continue 
to govern by tweets or not ?” (Richard Armitage)

• The President’s unconventional style puzzles non-US 
audiences; i.e. a blend of 21st century communications and 
the classic American bravado 



“Trump puts protectionism at heart of US 
economic policy” (F.T. Jan. 24) 

• Executive order signed to withdraw from the TPP (Jan. 23)

• US Business leaders warned over offshoring jobs: border tax to be 
imposed

• John McCain: ” (the TPP move is) a serious mistake.  It will create an opening 
for China to rewrite the economic rules at the expense of American 
workers. And it will send a troubling signal of American disengagement 
in the Asia-Pacific region at a time we least afford it”

• Unwinding the NAFTA would hit Mexico hard, but Japan and the EU 
would be adversely affected as well

• Germany accused by Peter Navarro of “grossly undervalued” euro to 
“exploit” the US and its EU partners (Feb. 1)

• Navarro: “Germany was one of the main barriers to a US trade 
deal with the EU.” “the talks with the EU over the TTIP declared 
dead”



Trump opts for “bilateral trade deals”
• “bilateral deals” does not mean necessarily Free Trade 

Agreement (FTA): the only FTA Trump mentioned was the 
one with the UK

• “bilateral deals” with countries which run trade surplus with 
the US; e.g. Japan($68.6 billion), Mexico($58.4 billion), China 
($365.7 billion)

• The deals could imply balancing trade account via political 
interventions by governments: “numerical targets” of auto 
imports by Japan until “reciprocity” to be achieved  

• Revival of “procedural protectionism” of 1980’s by way of 
Section 301 type of “unilateralism” ⇒⇒⇒WTO inconsistent



Japan-US Partnership
in Job-creation and Trade

In case of Car Industries

Japanese car producers deploy 26 factories and 36 
R&D centers in the US making 3.9 million passenger 
vehicles as well as 4.6 million engines and 
creating jobs for 1.5 million people.  
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Concluding Remarks

A Proposal 

by the 2016 Study Group on 

Japan-U.S. Economy
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Building the Japan-U.S. Economic 
Relationship in a New Era
• Further Promotion and Deepening of the Japan-U.S. Economic 

Relationship and Cooperation: Infrastructure, advance technology,  
energy, reciprocal inward investment, cooperation to lead China 
towards becoming a responsible partner in the international 
community

• Promote Multilevel Dialogue: multilayered and inclusive dialogue

• Advancing Free Trade in Asia and Pacific, and beyond: TPP, APEC, 
WTO

• Towards a Strategic Public-Private Partnership: a new 
partnership between the Governments and Private Sectors both in 
Japan and in U.S.
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Thank you for Your Attention
-- Free Trade for a Better Future --
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